Harvard Puzzle "Botanist"
Instructions: Guess the words defined by
the cryptic clues (answers vary in length
from three to nine letters, and six are
capitalized) then enter them in the grid one
after another in the same order as their
clues, starting in the upper left corner.
Across words that don't end at the right
continue on the next row, and down words
that don't end at the bottom continue in the
next column. Three across words and four
down words won't fit in the grid unless
one of their letters is removed. Those
seven letters, taken in order as they occur
in across and down words, spell a name
related to the mystery entry. Thanks to
Kevin Wald '93 for test-solving and editing
this puzzle.
Across
1. Adelphi's first tutor is a very handsome guy
2. Bishop leaves Victoria's husband in alarm
3. Layer with cerium from this source
4. In no time boy eats egg
5. Start to polish tarnished steel grinding tool
6. Wife abandons wild western squatter
7. Unlawfully take small duck
8. Cleft lips torn by tip of tooth
9. Auction, perhaps, of Moselles
10. Stop waving, you hear? And keep within
the limits
11. Pretty endless stop
12. Mystery entry
13. Excited Parsee embraces king and
presiding officer
14. Haste prevents keeping pace
15. Moving shore animal
16. Pariah comes back with a revocation
17. City's initiation of policy in the past
18. The German takes in very old Swiss town
19. Credentials might convey an impression
20. Settlement's hot cooked meal concluded
with a bit of tea
21. Starts to throw Amos Rusie pitch
22. Combustible rock contains cobalt and
aluminum
23. Manic bee polluted environment

Down
1. Teed off by holy one's dislike
2. No pot on renovated barge
3. Sooner bears left instead of right in agitation
4. Fashion designer catches cold in eastern part of
church
5. Mistakenly agrees to put oil on
6. Foreigner has a right to own property
7. Trimmed around base of trunk and left in place
8. Impress a manager with backward stroke
9. Open-minded rendering of Braille
10. Drama of winning a card game
11. Lead performer carries one instrument
12. Never, including the day before
13. Trashed bottle, range, and book of records
14. Mark is best turned up
15. Yours truly, meeting with Magritte and Dunne
16. Isn't upset by a fit of anger
17. Excellent flower for a moveable feast
18. Poland embraces queer, queer work set in
another time
19. Brown and Lawrence meeting with Commedia
author
20. First of lipids put in pit or sink
21. Upper Charles features a place to rest
22. Silty, swirling, quiet, and fashionable
23. A single instance of concentration

